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REAL LANDSCAPE
PERrc'RMANCES

SEVEN

OF DEUTS MUSIC

Real LanGcape

I find it very hard to justify Bg&ilg

- I would infinitely prefer to recycle

a sound
an existing

one. Most of my work is based on the adaptation
and re-utilization of our culturers sonic flotsam.

lD most of my iecent pieces, fragments of
radio broadcasts and other found sound material

are disassembled and reconstituted into a
form that defies the inherent disposability
of its elements. The recombined material
Iives on, if only for an instant, beyond its
producels' expectations, and is fitted into

a context unintended by its creators. Ensemble
compositions use this re-worked material to
suggest melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic motifs

for players, who are asked to build

a

performance out of a limited - and often banal
- vocabulary drawn from scraps of "musical
wallpaper,"
In "Devil's Music" snippets of live radio

lFoad.asts are digitally sampled, looped,
retriggered, reversed, and detuned. All the

material is taken from FM, AM, and Shortwave
transmissions occuring at the time ol the
peaformance. The equipment includes a radio,
a small mixer, an ElectroHarmonix 16-Second
Delay, and one or two ElectroHarmonix Super

Replays - inexpensive samplers that I have
modified for this piece. The most significant
change is the incorporation of 'rstuttering
circuits" that retrigger and reve.se the samples
in response to the dynamics of the material
coming off the air, thus defeating the annoying
periodicity of digital delay loops and samplers.
As the solo performer, I work with and against
this quirky rhythm, influencing certain aspects
of it without ever being in full control. I hunt
through the radio bands for new material,
listening to the performance with one ear
while cueing the radio through a headphone
on the other, searching for the right shard
to drop in at the right time' I cut channels
in and out of the mix, shift the balance, slur
the tunings, overlay samples' and pley with
the few other variables that make up the
limited range of this "instrument."
Devil's Music" is basically about three things'
Rhythm: from the microscopic level of the
stuttering that is beyond my control' to the
timing of the voice chsnges that defines the
structure of a performance. Landscape: the
power of radio to generate a "sonic portrait"
of the location and time of a performance.
Ecology: making music out of the seemingly
infinite palette of sounds already out there
it the microwaves - from $10,000 studio snares

to AM sportscasters. from easy listening strings
shortwave sputterings; sounds that might
be ignored in context, but in isolation or
juxtaposition tske on a life of their own.
The title is a joint allusion to the piece's
frenetic, almost rockinrroll rhythm (a friend
once likened it to "en intro that never settles
into a groove"), America's obsession with
masked satanic messages of the sort that
probably abound in this piece, and the sinful
fact that all the material is stolen. Not even
the use of radio itself, as an instrument in
live performance, is original with me - I am
foUowing behind John Cagers 'rlmaginary

to

Karlheinz
Stockhausenrs
nKurzwellen," and many other composers who
have made creative use of the medium.
"Devil's Music'r was first performed in April
1985, and has gone through several changes
in performance style and structure and some
Landscape,r'

minor technical refinements. An L.P,

in

was

1986 on Trace Elements Records
(Devil's Music, TE1013). A "concept album'i
of sorts, the A side is a manic mix of hip hop
and spoken word, my idea of a dance record
described b:/ the Boston Phoenix as rra def
jam broedcast from a disco on Mars.ii The
B side is easy listening, sort of: New Age with
a hiccup, Live performances of the piece have

released

4ll;"s)

i;;".-

?i

Lychiogg'a

been released on Tellus Cassette Magazine

(Tellus #9: Music

l!ith

Memory, 1985), Slowscan
I9-86), and Trace
f,lements Cassettes (Devil's Music/Teufelmusik.

cassettes

Gi6wliiiJS.

198? ).

nReal Landscape" is a compilation of

recordings of seven recent performances of
"Devil's Music." Six are from a European tour
i did in February 1987r Rozgaz Jazz Kll]b
(Budapest, Hungary), Ensemble Theater (Vienna,

Austria), I{irschwirt (Erding, Germany),
captured Music Festival (Karlsruhe, Germany),
Kulturkarussell (Stafa, Switzerland), ohm

8/Jazz Now Bern (Bern, Switzerland). The
seventh is from a concert I gave at the
Alternative Museum in New York City in April.
The title is a homage to the aforementioned
work of Cage's. Where his wos imaginary.
my landscape seems very real: a sonic rambling
around Central Europe and Downtown New
York, with occasional glimpses over the horizon
provided by the bouncing propeaties of radio
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The 52 minutes on this tspe were edited
ao*n from about two houls of music' some
oi ttr" o".fo..an"es appear in their entirety'

wtrite other sections cut back and forth between
of the
i";;;;"i" of different concerts' some
aPparent'
so
not
are
others
.aiis are ouuious,
ei"en ihe aurupt nature of many of the actual
6erformance transitions. The tapes were
(re:i;;;"J-;p for mastering this cassette
balanced, compressed, placei
"qu;ti""a,'.t"."o
in-- an artificial room), but no additional
samDlinE $,as added. Eech side is a more-ori.".'"oitinuor. 26 minute piece. with certain
repeated within each side
lo..J

"on"uit"
tbem. They can be listened to
rnc ult,"""n
in itreir entiretv in an atientive, linear fashion,
uut the titt"n"t should feel free to use the

backdrop, or to "re-sample" by
" tape, diopping in anywhere along
"" the
sh;ttlnE
mv iase-ed oath irom Budapest to New York'
i',i"?1""i dozens of performances of "DeviI's
Music'i across the united states and Europe
anJ t am stlu not bored with it' Every city's
sirwaves vield a fresh new piece: Top 40 may
stav the'same everywhere, but the hip hop
in-"llew yort< gives way to country music in
i"xas. wtrile th-e DJ's whine slows to a drawl'
wfr.n I fini"n"O editing this taPe' I realized
th;i the final product w;s dominated by spoken

i.o"

word, with musical fragments appeering mostly
as accents. As I listened to the taPes while
cutiinc, it was ]glgggg9 that conjured up the
strone-est sense 6Tli!ie' The complex rhylhms
role in
oi .ol""n have always had a strong
ioev'il's trtusic," but in this oroject the words
are also pins on a maP.
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BIOGRAPHY

Nicolas collins was born

in New York city

in 1954. He studied composition with Alvin
Lucier at wesleyan University. An heir to
the David Tudor school of "home-made"
electronic circuitry' and a pioneer in the use
of microcomputers in live Performance, he

also makes extensive use ol radio, found sound
material, and itbackwardsf musical instruments
in his compositions and sound installations.
He has perlormed and exhibited throughout
the United States and Europe as a solo artist'
with his own ensemble. and in couaboration
with Peter Cusack, The Downtown Ensemble'
Bob James, Ron Kuivila, Christian Marclay,

Euiott sharp, David Tudor, and John Zorn.
Records and tapes of his music have been
released on Lovely Recoads, Trace Elements

Records, Tellus, and Slowscan cassettes. He
has curated conceats and sound installations
fo. PsI, The Clocktower, and The Kitchen.
Credits:
diiEiiE mastered at Airshaft studio, New
Yo.k City. Thanks to those who helped arrange
the performances: Michael Fahres, william
Helle.man, Gisela Porod. Tibor szemo, Manfred
Winter. banned PRODUCTION would also
like to thank the Babo for left and right
justification.

